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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents an estimation and control scheme for a class of industrial processes described by
distributed parameter models with a moving radiant actuator. To overcome the lack of direct sensing
alternatives for process state, a dual extended Kalman filter is established for estimating process status
online based on a reduced process model and available output measurements. A distinct challenge that
is addressed is the selection and construction of a suitable feedback signal from the distributed state
estimate following the moving radiant actuator. The estimated status is then integrated into a rule-based
oving actuator
V curing
ule-based control
oordinated control

feedback controller, which coordinates two manipulated variables of the moving radiant actuator to
achieve the control objective. The two manipulated variables are the velocity and the radiant flux or
power of the moving actuator. Both the estimation and feedback control strategies are demonstrated
using computer simulations of one-dimensional distributed parameter models for an ultraviolet (UV)
coating curing process involving a moving UV source. The results show that the proposed estimation and
control schemes can significantly improve process quality and compensate for unknown disturbances on

the target.

. Introduction

Many modern manufacturing processes involve the use of a
oving actuator on a distributed parameter system. Examples can

e found in various industrial applications that use robotic manip-
lators, such as painting, spray forming, welding, radiative drying
nd curing. The advantages of using a moving actuator in these pro-
esses include improved operating flexibility and reduced energy
osts. Taking the automotive coating curing process as an exam-
le, the traditional convection-based approach requires a lot of
nergy to provide a high-temperature environment for curing the
oating on a car body. Recent radiation-based curing technolo-
ies, such as ultraviolet (UV) curing, can use a radiative source
ttached to a robotic manipulator to complete the curing process
ear ambient temperatures [1,2]. These radiation-based processes
an significantly reduce the energy consumption in the painting
ooths. Furthermore, there are also environmental benefits that
ould be associated with some of this alternative radiant source

ctuated processes. For example, successful radiative infrared (IR)
rying of water-based paints could help avoid the need for volatile
rganic compounds (VOCs) as solvents [3,4].
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Despite the above potential advantages, these radiation-based
processes face various control related challenges. When using a
moving radiant source/actuator, the trajectory of the manipula-
tors should be carefully controlled since the relative orientation
between the source and the target is paramount to the dynamics
of the process and the quality of the end-product. In UV curing,
for example, shadow effects need to be effectively accommodated
when dealing with complex 3D geometries in order to obtain even
cure on the target. Even for simple 2D targets and a source mov-
ing parallel to a target, the curing process should be controlled
to compensate for disturbances that could arise from prior pro-
cess defects or material property unevenness. Moreover, control
challenges arise due to the fact that these radiant source actuated
processes are distributed parameter processes with an actuator
that moves in space. There are at least two issues with this. The
first is lack of robust and cost-effective sensing alternatives for the
distributed process state (e.g. cure conversion level) for use with a
moving actuator in an industrial setting. The second is the selec-
tion or construction of suitable feedback signal that could be used
to direct the moving actuator.

There is a volume of past and current research focused on devel-

oping optimal control strategies for distributed parameter systems
[5–8] and implementing output feedback control through online
measurements [9–13]. Early research in this area was conducted
by Butkovskii in [5], which considers the formulation of the prob-
lem and the use of maximum principle for distributed parameter
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mission, reaction and co-evolution, respectively. t and x represent
time and the position of an arbitrary point at the target strip, respec-
tively. Eq. (1) describes the distribution of the input at the target
strip (ut), which varies with position and time. It is determined by
a function of the input at the actuator (ua), the position vector (�d),
44 F. Zeng, B. Ayalew / Journal of

ystems with mobile control sources. Approximate methods were
rovided to obtain solutions to these distributed optimal control
roblems [5]. Yeh and Tou expanded this research in [6], where they
sed methods such as successive Laplace transformations to reduce
he complexity of solving the optimal control problems. However,
he velocity of the moving actuator is set constant in their study.

ore recent research on the topic was conducted by Demetriou
nd co-workers [7,8]. They considered the problem as the optimal
uidance and scheduling of the moving actuator within a set of
re-assigned admissible positions [7,8]. In their proposed control
olution, both the position and control input of the actuator are
ptimally determined at each time interval. However, the practical
ctuation limitations and disturbances were not discussed in their
tudies. Huissoon et al. addressed a multi-variable control problem
or a practical distributed parameter manufacturing process [9].
hey developed a state-feedback controller to minimize the out-
ut error and reject disturbances based on a linear process model.
ptimization on energy use was not discussed. Similar research
as conducted for a spray deposition process by Jones et al. [10].

hey designed a time-varying H2 controller to regulate the tem-
erature profile of the target by adjusting the spray rate based on
emperature feedback obtained through an infrared camera. How-
ver, the speed of the spray gun was not controlled. Doumanidis and
ourligkas discussed the similar temperature profile control prob-
em for a scan welding process in [11]. Both the motion and power of
he torch were controlled in their study using 2D thermal imaging.
he authors of the present paper have also done similar previous
ork in thermal-vision based feedback control in [12,13], but the

stimation of distributed states and parameters and the coordina-
ion of multiple manipulated variables of the moving actuator were
ot considered and discussed.

Most of the methods described above require either predicting
he process state by using a process model or measuring the output
f the process through a transducer. Extensive work exists on the
esign and use of online estimators that combine both the predict-

ng and sensing approaches for estimating the process state and use
t for feedback control. The general methods for state and parameter
stimation in chemical and biochemical processes are summarized
n [14]. There, both the extended Luenberger and Kalman observers

ere introduced and the estimation methods for uncertain kinetic
arameters associated with the state estimation were discussed.
oucy and Holt provide a framework for modeling, estimation and
ontrol of processing polymer composites in [15]. They proposed
he method of using temperature measurement and an extended
alman filter to estimate the extent of reaction and use the esti-
ated state to monitor and control the process. In their study, the

rocessing of the polymer composite was performed using fixed
eaters. No moving heater/actuator was considered. VanAntwerp
nd coworkers [16] provided a review of estimation and control
f cross-directional performance for sheet and film processes. Sev-
ral methods used for estimating the cross-directional profile (of
he sheet and film process) are introduced, such as time-varying
alman filter, online imaging, etc. However, their discussion did
ot include the estimation of the profile in the machine-direction.
obile distributed sensing technology was also used to estimate

istributed parameter processes in [17]. There, two estimation-
rror driven guidance policies were developed to achieve improved
stimation performance. While this study provides a solution to
istributed state estimation, it requires direct measurement of the
tate by using these spatially distributed sensors.

Although these estimation methods described above have been

idely used, the challenges, introduced by the moving actuator and

he lack of direct state measurement for many distributed parame-
er processes, still need to be emphasized. In this work, we address
he online estimation for distributed parameter processes with a

oving radiant actuator and develop associated control strategies
s Control 20 (2010) 743–753

that will use the estimated process state. The design of the online
estimator involves a dual extended Kalman filter (DEKF) adopted
to identify unknown distributed model parameters adaptively and
improve the state estimation by using the updated model. The issue
of feedback signal construction and selection is also addressed and
then a rule-based feedback control strategy is adopted to coordi-
nate two manipulated variables. The distributed parameter model
of a 1D ultraviolet (UV) curing process with a moving source is used
throughout this paper to illustrate the main points.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
a generalized 1D model of the distributed-parameter processes
addressed here and also provides details for the UV curing pro-
cess model that will be used in subsequent discussions. Section 3
addresses the design of the online estimator for both process state
and model parameters. The coordinated feedback control strategy
is detailed in Section 4. Section 5 presents and discusses the sim-
ulation results on the estimation and control performances for the
UV curing example. Section 6 gives the conclusions of this work.

2. Problem formulation

2.1. A general 1D scanning problem

Many manipulator-based processes can be simplified as the 1D
scanning problem illustrated in Fig. 1. A point source is used to
indicate the moving actuator. ua and va denote the input (mass
or energy) and the scanning velocity of the actuator, respectively.
ut represents the amount of input transferred from the actuator
to an arbitrary point of the target strip. The relationship between
ua (input at the actuator) and ut (input at the target strip), which
depends on the relative configuration between the actuator and
target strip, can be described by the position vector �d and orienta-
tion angle �. The two normal vectors with respect to actuator and
target strip are denoted by �na and �nt , respectively. The distance
between the actuator path and target strip is denoted by d0.

The 1D scanning problem shown in Fig. 1 can be decomposed
into three fundamental phases: transmission, reaction and co-
evolution. The mathematical descriptions of these phases may be
modeled by the following nonlinear functions:

ut(x, t) = E[ua(t), �d(x, t), �(x, t), �pE] (1)

d �ω(x, t)
dt

= R[ �ω(x, t), ut(x, t), �pR] (2)

d��(x, t)
dt

= C[��(x, t), �ω(x, t), ut(x, t), �pC ] (3)

where E, R and C denote nonlinear functions representing trans-
Fig. 1. The 1D scanning problem.
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he orientation angle (�), and a parameter vector (�pE). In Eq. (2),
� denotes the state vector describing key variables in the reaction
hase of the process. The vector �pR represents a set of parameters
elated to the reaction phase. The co-evolution phase is given by Eq.
3), in which �� and �pC denote the state and parameter vectors in
his phase, respectively. In the following subsection, an ultraviolet
UV) curing process is used as an example to illustrate the above
D scanning problem.

.2. The UV curing process

The 1D scanning UV curing process includes the energy trans-
ission from the UV radiator to the target, the photo-initiated

olymerization within the target, and the associated thermal evo-
ution. To model a basic UV curing process for thin films where
ariations along the film depth are neglected, the mathematical
quations can be written as follows [18–21].

(x, t) = k(x)
ϕ(t)[cos �(x, t)]2

�
∣∣�d(x, t)

∣∣2
(4)

d[PI](x, t)
dt

= −�ε[PI](x, t)I(x, t)

d[M](x, t)
dt

= −	
√

�ε[M](x, t)
√

[PI](x, t)I(x, t)
(5)

dT(x, t)
dt

= 1

c

{
∇ [�∇T(x, t)] − �H

d[M](x, t)
dt

− h[T(x, t) − T∞]
}
(6)

The variables and parameters used in Eqs. (4)–(6) are defined in
able 1. If the actuator’s position in Fig. 1 is denoted by xa, then the
osition vector and orientation angle can be expressed by:

−→
d (x, t)

∣∣ =
√

(xa − x)2 + d2
0 =

√(∫ t

vad − x

)2

+ d2
0 (7)
0

os �(x, t) = d0∣∣−→d (x, t)
∣∣ = d0√(∫ t

0
vad − x

)2
+ d2

0

(8)

able 1
rimary variables and parameters of the UV curing process model.

Variables and parameters Description

I(x,t) UV irradiance at the target (W/m2)
�d(x, t) Position vector from the actuator to an

arbitrary point of the target (m)
�(x,t) Orientation angle between the actuator and an

arbitrary point of the target (rad)
ϕ(t) UV radiant power of the actuator (W)
k(x) Efficiency factor for UV absorption
[PI](x,t) Photo-initiator concentration (mol/L)
[M](x,t) Monomer concentration (mol/L)
� Quantum yield for initiation (mol/Einstein)
ε Molar absorptivity (L/mol/m)
	(	 = kp/k0.5

t ) Composite factor involving the propagation
rate constant kp and termination rate constant
kt ((L/mol/s)0.5)

T(x,t) The temperature of an arbitrary point of the
target (◦C)

T∞ Ambient temperature (◦C)

 Average density of the target (kg/m3)
c Average specific heat (J/kg/◦C)
� Average thermal conductivity (W/m/◦C)
�H Polymerization enthalpy (J/mol)
h Average convective heat transfer coefficient

(W/m2/◦C)
s Control 20 (2010) 743–753 745

Solving the first differential equation in Eq. (5), we have:

[PI](x, t) = [PI](x, t0) exp(−�ε

∫ t

0

I(x, )d) (9)

Substituting Eqs. (7), (8) into (4), substituting Eq. (9) into the
second differential equation in Eq. (5), and rearranging Eq. (6), we
obtain:

I(x, t) = k(x)ϕ(t)d2
0

�

[(∫ t

0
vad − x

)2
+ d2

0

]2
(10)

d[M](x, t)
dt

= −	
√

�ε[PI](x, t0)[M](x, t)

× exp

(
−�ε

2

∫ t

0

I(x, )d

)√
I(x, t) (11)

dT(x, t)
dt

= 1

c

∇ [�∇T(x, t)] − �H


c

d[M](x, t)
dt

− h


c
[T(x, t) − T∞]

(12)

Given the UV curing process described through Eqs. (10)–(12),
the control objective can be summarized as follows: the key
distributed state of monomer concentration [M](x, t) should be reg-
ulated to a desired level by adjusting the actuator’s inputs of UV
radiant power ϕ and scanning velocity va. To achieve this control
objective in the presence of disturbances, it is necessary to monitor
the cure status in real time. However, the direct measurement of
the key state (monomer concentration distribution) is difficult to
achieve in industrial settings due to high equipment cost or incon-
venient form factors of available instruments (e.g. FTIR, DSC, etc.)
[22–24]. The alternative approach is to measure some other output
of the process, such as the temperature distribution on the target
obtained from thermal imaging, and estimate the monomer con-
centration indirectly. This issue will be discussed in detail in the
next section.

3. Online state and parameter estimation

Two challenges can be identified in the estimation of the dis-
tributed process states while using a moving radiant actuator. First,
since the process states and uncertain parameters are spatially
distributed, the estimation is generally computationally intensive.
This can be addressed to some extent by using a reduced or sim-
plified model for the process. Second, with moving actuators, the
observability depends on the actuator’s motion and location. This
changing observability will have a significant effect on the estima-
tion performance.

In this section, the dual extended Kalman filter (DEKF) [25,26]
will be used to achieve combined state and parameter estimation
in consideration of these two challenges. For the present class of
1D scanning problems described in Section 2.1, the fundamental
architecture of the DEKF estimator adopted for this work is depicted
in Fig. 2.

Here, ua(t) and va(t) denote the two input variables at the
actuator, respectively. ��(x, t) represents the state vector of the co-
evolution phase, and here it is taken as the measurable output of
the process. The DEKF estimator then uses the process model and

these input and output measurements to estimate the parameter
and state vectors. The parameter vector �p is composed of some
unknown parameters of interest for the transmission, reaction and
co-evolution phases. The state vector usually denotes the state of
the reaction phase �ω(x, t) which is difficult to measure directly.
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Fig. 2. The basic archite

he following paragraphs detail the implementation of this DEKF
stimator to the UV curing example.

.1. Simplified numerical model

To design the DEKF estimator, a simplified numerical model
onsisting of the main nonlinearities of the process should be devel-
ped first. The continuous target strip in Fig. 1 is replaced with a
iscrete one composed of a number of units along the strip. Simi-

ar discretization is applied in the time domain. Since the average
hermal conductivity along the target strip is usually very small, the
eat conduction term in Eq. (12) can be ignored, which reduces Eq.
12) to a local ordinary differential equation. In addition, the initial
hoto-initiator and monomer concentrations for all units along the
arget strip are assumed to be the same.

Given the above discretization and simplifications, the original
uring process model described by Eqs. (10)–(12) can be repre-
ented in the following discrete form:

(i, j) = k(i)ϕ(j)d2
0

�

[(∑j
n=0va(n)�t − i�x

)2
+ d2

0

]2
(13)

M](i, j) =
[

−	
√

�ε[PI]0 exp

(
−�ε

2

j∑
n=0

I(i, n)�t

)√
I(i, j)�t+1

]

× [M](i, j − 1) (14)

(i, j) = −�H


c
{[M](i, j) − [M](i, j − 1)} −

(
h


c
�t + 1

)
T(i, j − 1)

+ h


c
�tT∞ (15)

M](i, 0) = [M]0, [PI](i, 0) = [PI]0, T(i, 0) = T∞ (16)

= 0, 1, 2, . . . , Q ; j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N. (17)

Here, the indexes j and i denote the jth time step and the ith unit
rom the left-end of the target strip, respectively. Q and N represent
he total number of strip units and time intervals. �x and �t are
he lengths of spatial and temporal steps. [M]0 and [PI]0 are ini-
ial monomer and photo-initiator concentrations for all units along
he strip. Assuming that the photo-initiated curing (monomer con-
umption) is rapid and occurs before any significant diffusion of
onomer takes place, the evolution of monomer concentration on
ach unit can be decoupled from those of the adjacent units. In
ddition, considering a substrate and film with much lower thermal
onductivity compared to the exothermic polymerization, it is pos-
ible to ignore the diffusion term in the thermal dynamic equation.
hen, the temperature on each unit is also decoupled from those
of the DEKF estimator.

of the adjacent units. These two assumptions give model reduction
that allows us to design the DEKF observer for each unit indepen-
dently. The assumptions are verified later when the estimators are
applied to the full nonlinear model.

There are two types of parameters associated with the curing
process: constant unknown parameters and spatially distributed
unknown parameters. The first type includes the chemical parame-
ters (	, �, ε, and �H), material-related parameters (
 and c), and the
heat transfer coefficients (h). These parameters are usually obtained
through off-line measurement or estimation. Compared to the con-
stant unknown parameters, the spatially distributed ones can only
be estimated online. The distributed efficiency factor k is an exam-
ple of these parameters. The distribution of this parameter may be
influenced by material property variation or paint unevenness on
the target strip. In addition, the distribution of k also varies with tar-
get types and configurations. To ensure the essential accuracy of the
model used for state estimation and feedback control, online iden-
tification of the distribution of the efficiency factor is also included
in the development of the observer.

3.2. Development of the DEKF

Given the high nonlinearity of the curing process described by
Eqs. (13)–(15), the dual extended Kalman filter (DEKF) will be used
to design the state estimator. Since the heat conduction term has
been neglected in the simplified model, the estimation for each
unit of the target strip can be performed independently. This sim-
plification makes it possible to break a single large-scale DEKF into
a series of independent local DEKFs. This reduces the complexity
of the design process. Considering an arbitrary unit of the target
strip, the state-space form of the curing process dynamics can be
represented by:

x(i, j) = F[x(i, j − 1), u(i, j − 1), p] + ns(i, j − 1)
y(i, j) = Cx(i, j) + nm(i, j)

(18)

Here, F represents a highly nonlinear function combining Eqs.
(13)–(15). x, u, and p denote the state, input and parameter vectors,
respectively. The three vectors are defined by:

x = [[M], T]T, u = [ϕ, va]T, p = [k, 	, �, ε, 
, c, h]T (19)

The output vector y(i,j) has only one component, which is the
temperature T measured through thermal imaging. Therefore, the
observation matrix C is set to [0,1]. The vectors ns and nm represent
the system and measurement noises which are assumed to be white
and with normal probability distributions. The state and parameter
estimation scheme can be designed in the following manner.
3.2.1. The dual EKF structure
In the discretization, each unit of the target strip has its own

value of efficiency factor k. The first EKF is used to estimate the value
of k adaptively starting from an initial value. The second EKF then
uses the noise-free model (with updated k) and the temperature
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average monomer concentration of the units within the sampling
window, a larger window usually gives a higher precision. How-
ever, it decreases the sensitivity for interference detection at the
same time (e.g. discontinuities or jumps from defects). Therefore,
F. Zeng, B. Ayalew / Journal of

easurement to estimate the key state (monomer concentration)
f the curing process.

.2.2. The estimation procedure
The implementation of the above Dual EKF structure follows

recursive procedure involving two fundamental steps (predic-
ion and correction) to get an optimal estimation of both the state
nd parameters. The following formulation, which is adopted from
xisting literature on Kalman filtering [25,26], outlines the estima-
ion procedures.

arameter prediction :

ˆ−(i, j) = k̂(i, j − 1), p = [k̂−(i, j), 	, �, ε, 
, c, h]
T

(20)

tate prediction : x̂−(i, j) = F[x̂(i, j − 1), u(i, j − 1), p] (21)

tate correction : x̂(i, j) = x̂−(i, j) + Ks[y(i, j) − Cx̂−(i, j)] (22)

arameter correction : k̂(i, j) = k̂−(i, j) + Kp[y(i, j) − C x̂−(i, j)]

(23)

In Eqs. (20) and (21), k̂−(i, j) and k̂(i, j − 1) are the prediction of
at time j and the previous estimate of k at time j − 1. Similarly,

ˆ−(i, j) and x̂(i, j − 1) represent the prediction and previous esti-
ate of the state vector x at time j and j − 1, respectively. In the

rediction step, both the parameter and state vectors are updated
y using the estimation results of the last time step and the process
odel. Then the final estimation is completed after the predicted

arameters and states are corrected based on the current mea-
urement. The two gain matrices (Ks and Kp) are calculated in an
ptimal manner to minimize the estimated error covariance. They
re also updated with time by using the following recursive equa-
ions [25,26]:

For Ks : P̂−
s (j) = ˚P̂s(j − 1)˚T + Q,

Ks(j) = P̂−
s (j)CT[CP̂−

s (j)CT + R]
−1

P̂s(j) = [I − Ks(j)C]P̂−
s (j)

(24)

For Kp : P̂−
p (j) = P̂p(j − 1),

Kp(j) = P̂−
p (j)HT[HP̂−

p (j)HT + R]
−1

P̂p(j) = [I − Kp(j)H]P̂−
p (j)

(25)

Here, Ps and Pp are the estimated error covariance matrices for
tate and parameter vectors, respectively. Q and R are constant
ovariance matrices for system and measurement noises. Since the
nly output of the system is the temperature in this case, the obser-
ation matrix C is set to [0,1]. ˚ and H are two Jacobian matrices
efined as follows:

= ∂F

∂x
[x̂(i, j − 1), u(i, j − 1), p] (26)

= C
∂F

∂k
[x̂(i, j − 1), u(i, j − 1), p] (27)

The matrices ˚ and H need to be updated at each time step due
o the high nonlinearity of the curing process. This requires a lot of
omputation. The ideal implementation of the above structure is
o design a full-dimension estimator which has the same number
f DEKFs as the number of target strip units. This increases the

omputation requirements even more. Therefore, it is desirable to
educe the dimension of the estimator to some reasonable level
hat is acceptable for both estimation accuracy and computational
ost. In the present example, every other two successive units are
ssigned an estimator to approximate the monomer concentration
s Control 20 (2010) 743–753 747

and efficiency factor for one of them, and the estimation for other
intermediate units are obtained through interpolation.

4. Control strategy development

As outlined in the previous section, online estimation of the key
state and unknown distributed parameters provides information
about the current state of the process. This can then be used to
develop a closed-loop control strategy and improve process per-
formance and product quality. The design of a closed-loop control
strategy for distributed parameter processes with moving radiant
actuators poses at least two new challenges. First, the fact that
the actuator has to move around to complete the process means
that the feedback signal should emphasize local state distributions
and should be selected in a manner that follows and/or guides the
moving actuator. Second, these processes are usually influenced by
multiple comparably dominant manipulated variables associated
with the moving actuator; namely, its radiant power and veloc-
ity. The coordination between these control variables should be
carefully considered. Taking the above two issues into account, a
rule-based coordinated feedback control strategy is proposed for
these 1D scanning problems. The control structure is illustrated in
Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, the desired process quality level qd and the measur-
able state vector ��(x, t) for the co-evolution phase are taken as the
input and output, respectively, of the feedback control system. The
estimated state vector ( �ω(x, t)) for the reaction phase is sent to
the feedback signal generator to calculate the actual process qual-
ity level q(t). The rule-based controller then uses the error signal
e(t) and some designed rules to coordinate the two manipulated
variables ua(t) and va(t) of the actuator. The implementation of
this closed-loop control strategy to the UV curing process will be
discussed below.

4.1. Local feedback signal generation

For closed-loop control of the curing process, a feedback signal
needs to be generated first. Although the online state and param-
eter estimation can provide complete information for the whole
target, only part of this information can be used when the actu-
ator is passing by any position of the target strip. This is because
the dominant polymerization normally occurs around the current
position of the actuator. The feedback signal should then be gen-
erated within a defined sampling window around the location of
the actuator. The size of this sampling window is defined by the
number of units included in it, and its position is taken as the posi-
tion of the unit in the middle of the window. The choices of the two
parameters (sampling window size and position) have significant
influences on the feedback signal.

The size of the sampling window mainly influences the precision
of the feedback signal. Since the feedback signal is defined by the
Fig. 3. The rule-based feedback control structure.
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scanning velocity to reach the required productivity. vm and ϕm are
ig. 4. The selection of the sampling window (the solid ball represents the moving
ctuator).

here is a trade-off between precision and sensitivity that must be
onsidered when determining the size of the sampling window.

The position of the sampling window determines the accuracy
f the feedback signal. It is natural to select the position of the
ampling window as the one which is consistent with the cur-
ent position of the actuator, since this is the area currently being
ured. The alternative approaches involve shifted selections. The
hift can be made either to past (bias to cured areas) or future (bias
o uncured areas) directions along the path of actuator on the tar-
et strip. Here, the three selections, simply named as “current cure”,
cured” and “uncured”, are illustrated in Fig. 4.

In the curing process, all the three windows shown in Fig. 4
ill simultaneously move along with the actuator. Obviously, the

cured” window has the highest cure conversion level, while the
uncured” one has the lowest level. The final feedback signal should
e generated through a combination of the three. Such a formula-
ion of the feedback signal is given by:

˛(j) =
3∑

u=1

(
�u

v0+Zu∑
v=v0

[M]0 − [M](v, j)
[M]0

)

v0 = i + u − 3
2

Zu, �u ∈ [0, 1],
3∑

u=1

�u = 1

(28)

In Eq. (28), ˛(j) denotes the feedback signal at the time j. The
ubscription u is the index of the three windows (u = 1, 2, 3 corre-
ponding to “cured”, “current cure” and “uncured”). �u is the weight
oefficient for each window. Z represents the size of the sampling
u

indow and is equal to the number of target strip units included
n each window. i denotes the index of the unit right under the
ctuator’s current position. [M]0 represents the initial monomer
oncentration.

Fig. 5. Cure conversion level maps for different combinations of the ra
s Control 20 (2010) 743–753

4.2. Coordinated control design

The main control objective for the curing process is to achieve
the desired cure conversion level by adjusting the radiant power (ϕ)
and scanning velocity (va) of the actuator. Since this is a multiple-
input single-output (MISO) problem in which the monomer
concentration distribution is controlled by the radiant power and
scanning velocity, the control strategy needs to coordinate the
use of the two manipulated variables. Here, some open-loop cal-
ibrations were conducted to investigate the influence of the two
variables on the curing process and select the nominal values for
them. Then, a rule-based PID controller is designed to close the loop
and achieve the control objective.

4.2.1. Open-loop calibration
The open-loop calibration is done using a simulation model of

the above curing process. Due to the high nonlinearity of the sys-
tem model, explicit influences of the two manipulated variables (ϕ,
va) on the process state are difficult to obtain analytically. There-
fore, a few model simulation tests have been done to determine the
influences of different combinations of the two variables on the cur-
ing process by generating the two maps (2D and 3D) illustrated in
Fig. 5.

It can be observed from Fig. 5 that a high scanning velocity
requires associated high radiant power to achieve the same cure
conversion level. Many combinations of radiant power and scan-
ning velocity can potentially give the same desired cure conversion
level. In this work, the selection of the two variables is made consid-
ering two major factors: the energy consumption and productivity.
A static optimization can be used to select the nominal radiant
power and scanning velocity. The corresponding cost function is
described by:

min J(va, ϕ) = 1
2

mv2
a + ϕ

L

va
, s.t. f (va, ϕ) = ˛d,

v0 ≤ va ≤ vm, 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕm (29)

Here, m and L denote the mass of the actuator and the length of
the target strip, respectively. The constraint equation f describes the
relationship of the two control variables for a specified cure con-
version level ˛ . The lower velocity limit v represents the minimal
the highest scanning velocity and maximum radiant power of the
actuator, respectively. In practice, an approximation of the opti-
mal combination can be obtained given the cure conversion level
maps illustrated above and/or engineering experience with the
process.

diant power and scanning velocity in the open-loop calibration.
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.2.2. Rule-based coordinated PID controller
Given the prevailing structure of two manipulated variables and

onstruction of a single (per unit) feedback variable, it is necessary
o have a combination or coordination scheme for manipulating
hese variables. The approach adopted here is to implement PID
ontrol loops based on some designed coordination rules [27–29]. A
ne-dimensional rule-based strategy, where only cure conversion
evel error is considered, is detailed here. The designed rules are
hown in Table 2.

In Table 2, the range of the absolute value of the error is divided
nto three zones: [0,c1], (c1,c2] and (c2, |e|m], where |e|m is the max-
mum value of |e|. The desired and actual cure conversion levels are
enoted by ˛d and ˛. The latter is calculated by using Eq. (28). The
ominal value of the velocity and radiant power of the actuator
re denoted by va0 and ϕ0, respectively. The weight coefficients
ssigned to the “cured”, “current cure” and “uncured” sampling
indows are set to 1/6, 2/3, and 1/6 when the actuator stays at

he starting position. Once the actuator begins to move, the weight
oefficients are changed to 2/3, 1/6 and 1/6. When |e| is located
n the zone (c2, |e|m], for example, at the beginning the curing
rocess, the actuator stays at its original position and apply the
aximum radiant power to reduce the error quickly. After the

rror has been brought to the zone (c1,c2], the radiant power is
ut to the half of its maximum value and the actuator begins to
ove. At the same time, a simple P controller is used to adjust

he scanning velocity during this transition stage. Once the error
urther goes to the zone [0, c1], the velocity controller is replaced
y two individual loops: a new PID controller for controlling the
elocity and an additional P controller that controls the radiant
ower.

These rules are extracted from some basic understanding of the
uring process. For example, near the starting point, the state error
s large, and the radiant actuator has to stay at the starting point
nd apply the maximum power for a while before it moves away;
therwise the area around the starting point will suffer incomplete
ure. Second, the actuator should move in advance once these areas
round the starting point are close to fully cured, and the radiant
ower should be reduced accordingly to avoid over cure. A simple
ractical way to do this is to reduce the power to half of its maxi-
um value and use a proportional controller to adjust the velocity

uring the transition. Once the state error falls into the desired
ange with the actuator moving, a PID controller is used to adjust
he velocity and a proportional controller is used to regulate the
adiant power.

It should be stated that, although these rules were easy to
elect and verify, and some optimality consideration has been
ade for the open-loop optimization calibration maps, the closed-
oop control of the process with the moving actuator using the
bove rules is not necessarily optimal. To achieve a better imple-
entation of closed-loop optimal coordination, a model predictive

ontrol (MPC) framework is currently being investigated by the
uthors. An added attraction of the framework, in addition to opti-

able 2
he control coordination rules.

Error (e = ˛d − ˛) Control rules

c2 < |e| ≤ |e|m va = 0, ϕ = ϕm (usually applied
at the beginning of the curing
process)

c1 < |e| ≤ c2 va = va0 − Kp1e, ϕ = 1
2 ϕm

(applied during the transition
stage)

|e| ≤ c1
va = va0 − (Kpve + Kiv

∫
edt + Kdv ė)

ϕ = ϕ0 + Kpϕe
(applied during the steady stage)
s Control 20 (2010) 743–753 749

mality, is the possibility of including state and input constraints
explicitly in the multi-variable coordination of the manipulated
variables.

5. Results and discussion

In this section, simulation results will be presented to demon-
strate the online estimation scheme and feedback control strategy
outlined above with the 1D curing process as an example. The pro-
cess simulation is performed using the full model described in Eqs.
(4)–(6), and the estimator is developed using the simplified model
characterized by Eqs. (13)–(15). Most of the chemical, thermal and
material parameters used in this simulation are obtained from the
references [20,21]. The length of the target strip is set to 1.4 m and
the perpendicular distance between the actuator and the target
strip is set to 0.03 m.

5.1. Estimator performance

To test the performance of the online state and parameter esti-
mation strategy with the DEKF, a scenario with constant scanning
velocity and radiant power is considered. The main parameters
used in this analysis are shown in Table 3. The estimator is tuned
by adjusting the covariance matrices Q and R. The actuator scans
the target strip only within the range [0.2, 1.2](m). Edge effects are
not addressed. The corresponding results are given in Figs. 6–9.

In Figs. 6 and 7, the moving actuator is represented by a solid
ball. The results in Fig. 6 show that the estimated cure conver-
sion level matches the actual value well. In Fig. 7, the estimation
of the efficiency factor distribution is gradually improved and
completed as the actuator moves from the left to the right end.
When the actuator passes the middle of the target, for those units
that have not been cured yet, the estimated efficiency factors
are hardly consistent with the actual values until the actuator
approaches those units. This is because the corresponding observ-
ability of parameter estimation is poor for those units that are far
away from the moving actuator. A derivation and discussion of
the observability of the system is included in the appendix of the
paper.

The time history of the error dynamics for both state and
parameter estimation is given by Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. The
confidence region is given by the plus and minus 3 standard devi-
ations of the error covariance for both the state and parameter
estimation. In Fig. 8, the state estimate errors at x = 0.4 m (left) and
x = 0.7 m (right) begin to converge around t = 2 s and t = 5 s, which
are the moments when the actuator moves across the two posi-
tions. Similar convergence can be found in the parameter estimate
errors shown in Fig. 9. These results demonstrate the inherent char-

acteristic of the class of problems addressed in this paper: that the
performance of the state and parameter estimators is significantly
influenced by the changing observability following the actuator’s
movement.

Table 3
The selected parameters for estimator performance analysis.

Parameters Values

Scanning velocity va = 0.1 m/s
Radiant power ϕ = 10.2 W
Efficiency factor (for the actual model) k(x) = −2x/7 + 0.8, x ∈ [0,1.4] (m)
Initial value for k estimation k̂(x)0 = 0.2, x ∈ [0, 1.4](m)
System noise E[ns] = [0, 0]T, Var[ns] =

[1, 1 × 10−4]
T
, Units of ns :

[mol/L, ◦C]T

Measurement noise E[nm] = 0, Var[nm] =
1 × 10−6, Units of nm :◦ C
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Fig. 6. The actual and estimated state distribution with the moving actuator at the middle (left) and at the end (right). The solid ball represents the moving actuator.

F t the

5

e
d

ig. 7. The actual and estimated parameter distribution with the moving actuator a

.2. Demonstration of the feedback control strategy
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the open-loop curing cannot
nsure the uniformity along the target with the existence of some
isturbances, such as the uneven distribution of the efficiency

Fig. 8. The time history of the error of estimated and actual cure conv

Fig. 9. The time history of the error of estimated and actual efficien
middle (left) and at the end (right). The solid ball represents the moving actuator.

factors (it decreases with x as shown in Fig. 7). Thus, the cure con-

version level distribution in Fig. 6 shows a similar gradient. On
the other hand, the closed-loop approach can monitor the online
cure status through measurement and estimation, and adjust the
manipulated variables to compensate for these disturbances. In this

ersion level at two positions: x = 0.4 m (left) and x = 0.7 m (right).

cy factor at two positions: x = 0.4 m (left) and x = 0.7 m (right).
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Fig. 10. The cure conversion level distribution for the scenarios of tilted (left) and stepped (right) disturbances in the efficiency factor k.
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Fig. 11. The radiant power distribution for the scenarios of til

ubsection, the proposed rule-based coordinated feedback control
trategy will be demonstrated considering two different distur-
ance scenarios. One of them deals with the tilted distribution of
he efficiency factors shown in Fig. 7. The other considers a stepped
istribution (k(x) = 0.7, 0 ≤ x < 0.7 m; k(x) = 0.4, 0.7 m ≤
≤ 1.4 m). The corresponding results are shown in Figs. 10–13.

Fig. 10 illustrates the cure conversion level distributions consid-
ring three different control cases for the two scenarios (with tilted
nd stepped disturbances in the efficiency factor k). The desired
ure conversion level is set to 0.85. If no disturbance exists (the

fficiency factor k(x) = 1 everywhere), the open-loop method can
chieve good cure uniformity by using the optimal radiant power
nd scanning velocity obtained from Eq. (29). However, the tilted
nd stepped disturbances in the efficiency factor distribution will
ause cure unevenness (illustrated by the dash-dot lines in Fig. 10)

Fig. 12. The scanning velocity distributions for the scenarios of tilted
ft) and stepped (right) disturbances in the efficiency factor k.

when the same configuration is implemented in the actual curing
process. Compared to the open-loop curing method, the closed-
loop approach can achieve the desired cure conversion level and
give acceptable cure uniformity for both the tilted and stepped
scenarios, although a slight unevenness is found around the step
position for the stepped distance scenario.

Fig. 11 shows the radiant power distributions when the actuator
is at different positions. For both the tilted and stepped scenarios,
the radiant power is first regulated to the nominal value based on
the control rules in Table 2. Then, it is adaptively adjusted for dif-

ferent types of disturbances, corresponding to the radiance power
increasing in tilted and stepped manners, respectively. Fig. 12
illustrates the simultaneous/coordinated scanning velocity distri-
butions for the two cases. Although the nominal value is set to
0.1 m/s, the scanning velocity for both the tilted and stepped sce-

(left) and stepped (right) disturbances in the efficiency factor k.
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Fig. 13. The error dynamics for the scenarios of tilted (le

arios is automatically pulled to a lower level to compensate for
he variation of efficiency factor from 1 (the ideal value). Compar-
ng Figs. 11 and 12, one observes that the unevenness of efficiency
actor is mainly counteracted by the control of the radiant power,
nd the control of scanning velocity contributes more to ensure the
esired cure conversion level. The error dynamics shown in Fig. 13

ndicates that the error between the desired and actual cure con-
ersion level settles within 1.5 s for both the tilted and stepped
cenarios. It is of course possible to tune these behaviors by adjust-
ng the control gains and rule-thresholds defined in Table 2.

The above results demonstrate that the proposed closed-loop
ontrol of the curing process can significantly improve the cure
uality over what can be obtained in open-loop control in the pres-
nce of disturbances by effectively coordinating the radiant power
nd actuator velocity with carefully designed rules.

. Conclusion

This paper presented a framework of estimation and control
or distributed parameter processes that employ a moving radi-
nt actuator. The proposed estimation and control schemes were
escribed in detail for a 1D scanning UV curing process, for which
n effective online state and parameter estimator was designed
ased on a simplified process model with unknown distributed
arameters. A dual extended Kalman filtering structure was imple-
ented to update the estimations of both the distributed state and

arameter in parallel. Using the estimated process state, a feed-
ack control strategy was developed to enhance the process quality
hrough rule-based coordination of two manipulated variables:
ctuator velocity and radiant power. Both the proposed estimator
nd controller have been applied in the simulation of the complete
onlinear model of a 1D UV curing process with a moving radiant
ctuator/UV source. The results showed that the online estimation
cheme provides a good estimation of the actual process state in the
resence of system and measurement noises, and the rule-based
oordinated feedback control strategy can succeed in improving
rocess quality by effectively compensating for disturbances such
s variations in absorption efficiencies.

The presented framework highlighted some major issues that
ave yet to be addressed for the distributed parameter processes
mploying a moving radiant actuator. These include: (1) construc-
ion and selection of a suitable feedback signal for use with a moving
ctuator on a distributed domain, (2) a formal treatment of the
stimation challenges due to the dependence of the observabil-

ty distribution on the position of the actuator, (3) incorporation
f advanced optimal coordination strategies (e.g. Model Predictive
ontrol) to achieve online optimization of the actuator’s trajec-
ory and radiant power for further improvement of process control.
hese issues will be investigated further in future work.
d stepped (right) disturbances in the efficiency factor k.

Appendix A. Observability analysis

A.1. Further simplification of the curing process model

Equations (Eqs. (13)–(15) in the paper) that describe the curing
process can further be simplified as follows:

I(i, j) = k(i)� (i, j) (A1)

[M](i, j) =
{

�1 exp

[
�2k(i)

j∑
n=0

� (i, n)�t

]
[k(i)� (i, j)]0.5�t + 1

}

× [M](i, j − 1) (A2)

T(i, j) = �3{[M](i, j) − [M](i, j − 1)} + �4T(i, j − 1) + �5 (A3)

where

� (i, j) = ϕ(j)d2
0

�
[

(
∑j

n=0va(n)�t − i�x)
2

+ d2
0

]2
(A4)

�1 = −	
√

�ε[PI]0, �2 = −�ε

2
, �3 = −�H


c
,

�4 = −
(

h


c
�t + 1

)
, �5 = h


c
�tT∞ (A5)

From Eq. (A2), we obtain:

[M](i, j) − [M](i, j − 1) = �1 exp

[
�2k(i)

j∑
n=0

� (i, n)�t

]

× [k(i)� (i, j)]0.5�t[M](i, j − 1) (A6)

Substituting Eq. (A6) into (A3) yields:

T(i, j) = �3�1 exp

[
�2k(i)

j∑
n=0

� (i, n)�t

]

× [k(i)� (i, j)]0.5�t[M](i, j − 1) + �4T(i, j − 1) + �5 (A7)
Combining Eqs. (A2) and (A7), the curing process model can be
represented in the following form:

[M](i, j) = f1 = [�1� (i, j) + 1][M](i, j − 1)
T(i, j) = f2 = �3�1� (i, j)[M](i, j − 1) + �4T(i, j − 1) + �5

(A8)
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here

(i, j) = exp

[
�2k(i)

j∑
n=0

� (i, n)�t

]
[k(i)� (i, j)]0.5�t (A9)

The measurement equation of the system is denoted by:

(i, j) =
[

0 1
][ [M](i, j)

T(i, j)

]
(A10)

.2. Observability analysis for the state estimator

For those units (along the strip) which are far away from the
oving source, the received irradiance (I(i, j) = k(i)� (i, j)) is very

mall. Therefore, the term � (i, j), which is a function of the irradi-
tion, is almost equal to zero. Then, the Jacobian matrix of Eq. (A8)
an be calculated as:

∂f1
∂[M]

∂f1
∂T

∂f2
∂[M]

∂f2
∂T

⎤
⎥⎦ =

[
�1� (i, j) + 1 0

�3�1� (i, j) �4

]
≈

[
1 0
0 �4

]
(A11)

Now we can check the observability matrix:

=
[

0 1
]

, A =
[

1 0
0 �4

]
,

[
C

CA

]
=

[
0 1
0 �4

]
(A12)

The rank of the observability matrix is less than two, which
eans the states are not fully observable for those units which are

ar away from the moving source.

.3. Observability analysis for the parameter estimator

To discuss the observability for the parameter estimator, the
ollowing equations will be considered.

(i, j) = k(i, j − 1) (A13)

(i, j) = f3 = �3�1 exp

[
�2k(i, j)

j∑
n=0

� (i, n)�t

]

× [k(i, j)� (i, j)]0.5�t [M](i, j − 1) + �4T(i, j − 1) + �5

(A14)

For the parameter estimation, no dynamics is applied to the
arameter transition, as shown in Eq. (A13). However, the mea-
urement equation for the parameter is a highly nonlinear one. The
ollowing derivative will be considered to analyze the observability.

∂f3
∂k

= �3�1�t [M](i, j − 1)(˚1 + ˚2) (A15)

here

˚1 = exp

[
�2k(i, j)

j∑
n=0

� (i, n)�t

]
[� (i, j)]0.5 1

2
k(i, j)−0.5

˚2 =

{
exp

[
�2k(i, j)

j∑
n=0

� (i, n)�t

]
�2

j∑
n=0

� (i, n)�t

}
[k(i, j)� (i, j)]0.5

(A16)

For the units which are far away from the moving source, the
erm � (i, j) is almost zero. Then the following terms will be also
lose to zero:
1 ≈ 0, ˚2 ≈ 0,
∂f3
∂k

≈ 0 (A17)

This shows that the observability of the parameter estimation is
lso poor for those units away from the source.

[
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